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ABSTRACT
voltage electricity. 4 Indeed pursuit of this possibility could

Fission fragment rockets are nuclear reactors with a core lead to nuclear power plants that are both safer and
consisting of thin fibers in a vacuum, and which use significantly more efficient than present day commercial
magnetic fields to extract the fission fragments from the nuclear reactors.
reactor core. As an alternative to ordinary nuclear reactors,
fission fragment rockets would have the advantages: NEUTRONIC ANALSIS

1. Approximately twice as efficient if one can directly In order for the fission fragments to have a
convert the fis,_ionfragment energy into electricity; reasonable range the mean density of material inside the

reactor core must be fairly low. For example, the range of
2. By reducing the buildup of a fission fragment fission fragments in air at normal pressure and temperature is

inventory in the reactor one could avoid a Chernobyl about 2 cre. This means that a layer of fuel element fibers
type disaster;, cannot be thicker than about .002 gm/cm2, or else the fission

fragments won't escape from the layer. If the reactor core
3. Collecting the fission fragments outside the reactor contains a stack of fuel layers, each .002 gm/cm2thick and

could simplify the waste disposal problem, separated by 20 eta, then the average density of fuel
elements will be .0001 gm/cm3.

INTRODUC'I'ION
Such a low average density means that the size of the

A fission fragment rocket is a nuclear reactor which reactor core will be fairly large unless one uses a fissile
operates in a vacuum and where the fission fragments are material, e.g. Am _*, with an especially large fission cross-
continuously extracted from the reactor core using magnetic section. In Table I we compare the critical masses of some
fields. 1,2.3In our conception of the fission fragment rocket fissile isotopes, assuming the fissile material uniformly fills
the fuel elements consist of thin (< 3 I.tmdiameter) carbon a cylindrical core with a diameter of 1 meter and a length of 5
fibers coated with a few thousand Angstroms of fissile meters, surrounded by 3 meters of heavy water.
material. This allows the fission fragments to escape from
the fissile fuel with a high probability. 2 Although the fission Table I. Critical Masses

fragment rocket idea has been mainly developed 3as a means Am242m 0.5 kgfor achieving very high specific impulse in a spacecraft
propulsion system, the fission fragment rocket concept may Cm245 1.1 kg
also be of interest in connection with the more mundane Pu239 5.6 kg
problem of electric power Production here on earth. In fact, U235 11 kg
for a number of reasons electric power production is almost
certainly a more practical application than spacecraft Although the critical mass will depend somewhat on the
propulsion. For example, spacecraft propulsion puts a exact geometry and choice of moderator/reflector this table
premium on the weight of the spacecraft. In the case of should suffice for estimating the size of a reactor core for
fission fragment propulsion this means that Am24zmis by far which the average density of fissile material is below the
the most desirable fuel because of its extraordinarily large maximum allowable - 10-4gin/cmL lt should be noted that
thermal fission cross section. A more practical fuel such as only for Amuz_ is the average fuel density for the particular

• Pu 239or U"z35would require using a much heavier case of a 1m diameter by 5 meter long core low enough.
moderator/reflector. On the other hand, an earthbound More practical fuels such as Pus or Uz_3would evidently
fission fragment rocket using plutonium or uranium as the require a core which is roughly a few times larger. Monte

- fuel offers the tantalizing possibility of allowing one to Carlo neutronic calculations2 suggest that a 4 m diameter by
convert fission fragment kinetic energy directly into high 10 m long core would allow average densities of Puz_ below

.0001 grn/cm3. Of course, one of the transverse



dimensions of the reactor core must be small enough to <.1400°K. If one wanted to use Puz_ as the fuel it would
allow efficient extraction of the fission fragmentsusing probablybe necessary to use an alloy of plutonium because
magneticfields.Inpracticethismeansitwillprobably,be pureplutoniumhasananomalouslylowmeltingpoint.
necessarytouseareactorcom witharectangularcross-
section,onesideofwhichisnomorethanaboutIm across. InthecaseofPuz_approximately7% oftheenergy
The other dimension of the rectangle will be dictated by the produced will be deposited in the reflector/moderator. For a
need to limit the time that the fuel spends inside the reactor 1GW_ power plant this means that 70 MW_ must be
core (see next Section). However, a prototype reactor continuously removed from the reflector/moderator. If the
operating at a power below 100 MW could be configured as reactor core is 1 m in diameter and 20 m long and
a slab whose thickness is on the order of 1m, and height surrounded by 0.5 m of graphite this could be accomplished 3
and width are on the order of 10 m. by transporting the heat to the outer surface of the graphite

via ordinary thermal conduction and then using fins to
Because of the low average fuel density in the reactor radiate away the heat. For cogeneration purposes one might

core a fission fragment rocket will necessarily operate as a want to supplant this radiative cooling with water cooling,
thermal reactor. Furthermore Monte Carlo neutronic but it is an important safety feature that the cooling could be
calculations indicate that the temperature coefficient of carded out entirely passively. In any case a 1 GW., fission
reactivity will be safely negative, fragment rocket power plant would not require the giant

cooling towers required by present day nuclear power
THERMAL MANAGMENT plants.

The power that can be generated by a fission FISSION FRAGMENT EXTRACTION
fragment rocket will be limited by the rate at which waste
heat can be carried off. The amount of waste heat generated In order to take advantage of the possibility of
will be mainly determined by the efficiency of extracting and directly converting the fission fragment kinetic energy into
utilizing the fission fragment kinetic energy. In a typical electricity one must arrange for the fission fragments to
fission .w,action about 85% of the energy released appears in escape from the reactor core as they are produced. In our
the form of fission fragment kinetic energy. The remaining present conception of the fission fragment rocket the fission
15% of the energy is carried off by neutrons, gamma rays, fragments are guided out of the reactor core using magnetic
beta rays, and neutrinos. Assuming that 50% of the fission fields. In particular one might hope to devise a magnetic
fragment kinetic energy is available fordirect conversion to field such that as the fission fi'agrnentsare emitted from the
electricity, then the energy produced by a Puz_ fueled fission layers of fuel fibers their pat/asare bent so that the fission
fragment rocket will be partitioned approximately as shown fragments avoid further encotmters with a fuel layer before
in Table II (cf. Ref. 3): exiting the reactor core via a slit in the reflector. The design

of a magnetic field to accomplish this task is complicated by
Table II. Energy Balance the requirement that the electric currents used to generate the

magnetic field must flow in conductors external to *hereactor
Fission Fragment Exhaust 42% core. We do not know how to approach the problem of
Deposited in Fuel Fibers 44% finding an optimal arrangement of external conductors in a
Deposited in Reflector 7% systematic way, Most of our efforts to date have focussed
Escape From Reactor 7% on an arrangement of currents like that shown in Fig. 2. In

this arrangement six verticed currents, Iv and IVA, create a
Obviously the most serious thermal management problem is magnetic field that is uniform in the vertical direction but
how to keep the fuel fibers from melting. Fortunately the divergent in any horizontal plane. This divergence in the
idea of fabricating the fuel elements as thin carbon fibers radial direction creates a _,,PB outward force on the fission
coated with fissile fuel offers a unique solution to this fragments, allowing them lo be extracted via a series of
problem. Because the fuel fibers have a very small diameter, horizontal slits in the outer reflector wall. As shown, in Fig.
the fuel has a very large surface area, and so the fuel fibers 2 alternating horizontal currents IH have been added to guide
can cool themselves radiatively. For example, if we assume the fission fragments into the slits.
that the fuel elements consist of 2 I.tmdiameter carbon fibers
with a 0.5 la.nathick coating of plutonium then one metric ton The arrangement of currents shown in Fig. 2 will
of fissile fuel will have an area of 1@ms. At a temperature produce two oppositely directed fans of fission fragments.
of 1100°K this is sufficient area to radiate away 10t°W[ In Figs. 3 we show some typical fission fragment
Thus the fuel elements can radiatively cool themselves at trajectories for fission fragments emitted omnidirectionally
temperatures well below their melting point. Of course, only from the origin. The currents shown in Fig. 2 were
about 10 kilograms of fuel are inside the reactor core at any assumed to have values Iv = 8 MA, IVA= 1.4 MA, and lH =
given time, so that one would have to rapidly circulate the 2 MA. These currents will give rise to magnetic fields with
fuel elements through the reactor core if the reactor power strengths on the order of 10 Tesla. As is evident from Fig.
exceeds about 100 MWth. One way to rapidly circulate the 3a one would want horizontal slits approximately 15cm
fuel elements through the reactor core is schematically wide and spaced approximately 40 cm apart in order to get

• shown in Fig. 1. In this scheme the fuel fibers are attached reasonable extraction efficiencies. Comparison of the
to a rotating shaft and kept straight by centrifugal forces, number of x = 0 and y = 0 plane crossings suggests that the
Calculations of fuel temperatures 3indicate that with angular fuel layers should be oriented parallel to the x-z plane; i.e.
velocities on the order of 50 radians/sec and fiber lengths oeroendicular to the horizontal slits. If each fuel laver is 1



Fig. I Schematic of fission fragment rocket with rotating fuel fibers.

and 20 cna apart, then the trajectory calculations shown in
Fig. 3b suggest that approximately 25% of the fission iva X Iv 1vA

work theexu'acdonefficiency canbeincreasedto 50%.

The "exhaust" of a fission fragment rocket utilizing

an arrangement of currents like that shown in Fig. 2 would //consist of oppositely directed sprays of ionized particles with iH

an energy somewhat less than 1 million clecL_'onvolts per j /_, _AMU. The kinedc energy of these particles could be __
convenext into high voltage electricity using electrostatic /
conveners similar to those that have been designed for /
magnetic mirror machines. 5 If one assumes that 50% of the t ,_

fission fragments can be extracted from the reactor core, then J /approximately 40% of the total energy produced in the 'Z,
fission fragment rocket could be directly convened into
electricity. Assuming that 30-40% of the remaining energy
could be convened into electricity through thermal cycles,
then it may be possible to achieve overall efficiencies for the
production of electricity approaching 60%.

CONCLUSION y

Preliminary investigations of the fission fragment

rocket concept suggest that this concept offers some _vA Iv ]_v^
_' interesting possibilities for electric power production. In

particular, continuous extraction of the fission fragments
from the reactor core holds out the promise that Fig. 2 Trial arrangement of currents for generating the

,, approximately 40% of the energy generated by a fission magnetic field
fragment rocket could be directly convened to high voltage
electricity. When one adds in the useful energy that could be
extracted from the waste heat one is talking about a power



plant that is twice as efficient as the most efficient

_v^ "_tt _vh conventional nuclear reactors. Furthermore, continuousremoval of the fission fragments from the reactor core offers
_¢ _ _ some ancillary advantages.

::_ Perhaps the most obvious ancillary advantage of

t I ! continuous extraction of fission fragments from a reactorcore is that the buildup of an inventory of fission products

_,_ O _)[ _ inside the reactor would be slowed. The sudden release into" the atmosphere of a large inventory of fission products was
what made the consequences of the Chernobyl accident so
serious and widespread. Apart from the desire to increase

X electricefficiencyconsiderationofreactorsafetyprovidesa
stro_tgmotivationforextractingasmany fissionfragments
from the reactor core as possible.

Another potential advantage of continuous removal
of fission fragments from the reactor core is that this could

® 1 help solve the radioactive waste disposal problem. Indeed

continuous removal and separation of the most dangerous

fission products, e.g. Cs _35and Tc99,might greatly simplify
the problem of finding a practical method for permanently

..... ' '_ '_ .' • .' .'., ' ' ' ' ' , storing these nuclides. In addition continuous removal of
......... the fission products may 'facilitate nuclear transmutation of

Z the most dangerous nuclides. In the case of Cssascontinuous
removal would permit transmutation of the Cslx_without
isotopic separation of Cstns from Csm.6

Fig. 3a Projection of fission fragment trajectories onto the
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